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CHARACTER REFERENCES

D I O N  I S L A M I
WEB DEVELOPER

Developed and implemented front-end with
React.js based on client requirements.
Learned JavaScript, React.Js, HTML/CSS.

Developed and implemented front-end with
Twig and SCSS and back-end with PHP
based on client requirements.
Learned SCSS, Twig, PHP, PHP OOP.

React.Js Developer (Internship)
KosovaOutSourceLLC | Sept. 2021 to February
2022 (Online)

Full-Stack Developer (Internship)
solution25| Mar. 2022 to May 2022 (Office)

CAREER SUMMARY

Attended from Oct. 2018 to July 2021
Deputy President, Student Council of
Computer Science

Attended from Sep. 2015 to June 2018
Student Leader in the class

Attending from February 2021 and continuing

Attended from Oct. 2021 to January 2022
Made a real project for Rent a Car

Attended from 28th Sep. 2021 to 30th
September 2021

Kadri Zeka Public University
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Technical Professional High School Mehmet Isai
Graduated in Information Technology (IT)

English Course Britannica L.C 
Certified in B2(Intermediate) and C1(Upper)

Social Hub Training for Web Developer
Certified in Web Developer

ICK and Coca-Cola Training for Soft Skill
Certified in Soft Skill

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Coding Languages
JavaScript, HTML/CSS, PHP, Basic of C#

Frameworks/Systems
React.JS, SCSS, Bootstrap, MYSQL, SQL, PHP
Slim, Git, GitHub, GitLab, BitBucket, Jira,
Trello, Ubuntu.

SKILLS

Highly motivated, dedicated, and results-
driven Web Developer with robust problem-
solving skills. Experienced in React.Js,
JavaScript, HTML, CSS PHP, MySQL. Graduate
of Computer Sciences, very motivated and
passionate about personal and professional
development. Equipped with good
communication skill. During my years of
studies as well as my 8 months of internships,
I have been part of many projects and had the
chance to grow and stay up to date. I am
open to work and learn new technologies.
With a solid work ethic, professionalism,
accountability, and integrity to ensure
company’s success.

PROFILE

Cell: +383(0)45-250-905
Email: dionislami72@gmail.com
Address: 45 Ramadan Salihu, Gjilan, Kosovo
LinkedIn: @dionislami

HOW TO REACH ME

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/February


P R O J E C T S

The topic of my BSc thesis – Digital Platform of Graduates according to Study Programs (PDDPS) was created with
the aim of facilitating the work of graduates and universities. PDDPS consists of 3 modules, the module for
administrators, graduates, and institutions (companies).
The graduate's module is intended for each graduate to register their diplomas and can see announcements from
institutions about which direction is needed for their institutions or companies, as well as job announcements. Also
on the Home page of each module, you can see a Chart Diagram where how many graduates are in each field and the
institutions or companies can give suggestions to close any of the directions as there are enough for the job market.
For every graduate, the institutions have a report with all his diplomas, and he can receive requests from institutions
or companies for any job offer. Technologies that were used: PHP (Procedural and MySQL Query hidden with
procedures), MySQL, HTML, CSS, JS.

PLATFORMA DIGJITALE PËR TË DIPLOMUARIT SIPAS PROGRAMEVE
STUDIMORE (PDDPS)

Web Application Bicycle for the loan (UBH) was made with the aim of starting an eco-city initiative in our city for the
first time. This project was done within the framework of the Software Engineering Workshop (SEW) subject. UBH has
2 modules Customer and Company modules. In the Customer module, each customer can visit the site and make a
reservation for the Bicycles that are shown on the Home page by filling in the form of each bicycle and the details of
how many days they want to loan it. This request goes to the Company module for them to either approve or reject.
Moreover, the Company Module contains the Login form as well as Reports of how many bicycles have been borrowed
from one date to the next date. The following technologies were utilised: PHP (Procedural and MySQL Query hidden
with procedures), MySQL, HTML, CSS, JS.

UEBAPLIKACIONI BIÇIKLETA PËR HUAZIM (UBH)

The HostCreator web application is my first project in my internship and was developed with React.JS technology.
HostCreator web application is a chain of many Host... websites. The purpose of the HostCreator website is that every
customer can enter the site and be informed how to create a website easily through other Host... website chains and
my web application. It is all made from scratch. Technologies used are React.JS and SCSS.

HOSTCREATOR (HTTPS://HOSTCREATOR.NETLIFY.APP/)

The purpose of the web application for the management of registration in the library is to eliminate the mechanical
method of registration and digitize the city library. This web application contains two modules, the Administration
module, and the Users module. The User Module contains the form for the registration of members in the library and
on the front page, it shows the members registered in the library, also in the user module the members can contact
you through the contact form with the administrators for any irregularity. In the Administrator module,
administrators can see library members, add library members, delete and modify (CRUD is implemented) and also
manage contacts from the administrator module, as well as everything that can be modified from the administrator
module and everything is dynamic. Technologies that were used: PHP (Procedural and MySQL Query hidden with
procedures), MySQL, HTML, CSS, JS.

UEBAPILKACIONI PËR MENAXHIMIN E ANËTARËSIMIT NË BIBLOTEKË
(UMAB)

The web application for laptop management (UML) is a project where it was developed only (CRUD) in technology
(PHP SLIM and VUE.JS) and aims to facilitate the administrator's work in adding a product and is developed in a
module alone. Technologies used: PHP SLIM, VUE.JS, REST API, and Bootstrap.

UEBAPLIKACIONI PER MENAXHIMIN E LAPTOPEVE (UML)



The ITLAWS web application is an informative web application and aims to inform people about IT laws since many of
us do not think about this and do not see it as important to have knowledge in this field. Large companies such as
Facebook have received very large fines in this regard, breaking IT laws. ITLAWS has two modules, the user module,
and the administrative module. The users' module contains news and informative sessions on its laws, where users
can also contact the administrator for new knowledge or for any laws that are not clear to them. The Administrator
module contains the login form and there is the management of the user module where everything is dynamic and
modifiable, also the user menu for adding, modifying, and deleting users, and from the administrator module, all the
news and data are displayed in the user module. Technologies that were used: PHP(Procedural), MySQL, HTML, CSS,
JS.

UEBAPLIKACIONI ITLAWS

The Auto-France web application aims to display the products and brands used by the Auto-France business, the
Auto-France web application also promotes new things for French cars, as well as the location of the Auto-France
store on the map. The web application contains these menus: Home, Products, Brands, Contact. The home page
displays the latest innovations in the field of auto mechanics, the shop, and the section of car brands that contain car
parts. Some products and their brands are displayed on the product page. Also, on the brand's page, the product
brands are displayed, while the contact contains the contact and the map with the location. Technologies that were
used: HTML, CSS, JS.

UEBAPLIKACIONI AUTO-FRANCE


